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Teaching notes on 11.02 Possessive nouns in Latin 

Slide 1  

Learning objective: To learn how singular Latin nouns show possession. We had a glimpse of 
this in last week’s lesson, but now we’ll explore it further. 

After saying ‘salve’ to Iucundus, mouse-clicks on this slide will make Iucundus ask, ‘quid tibi 
maxime placet… dies aut nox?’ (‘What do you like most … day or night?’). The conversation 
starter for this unit is similar to that in Unit 9, but the pupils will encounter some familiar 
and some new vocabulary. See if they can infer the meaning of the new vocabulary from the 
picture, derivative English words or the context. In this instance, ‘dies’ is a new word and 
gives us the English ‘diary’ and ‘quotidian’. 

Slide 2 

🤓💬 A game of Word Roots Challenge introducing some more new Latin vocabulary that 
we’ll be using in this unit and some ambitious English derivative words. Displayed around 
the screen are some new Latin words. 

On mouse-click, an English derivative (and its definition) of one of these Latin words will 
appear on the screen. Pupils have to work out from which one the English word is derived. 
On second mouse-click, the English word will make its way to its root word. As an extension, 
pupils can explain the connection between the root word and its English derivative, or even 
think of more English words deriving from the Latin ones. Pupils can also identify to which 
word class these new words belong.  

Slides 3-7 

🤓💬 Quick Fire Sentences including vocabulary previously unencountered. After running 
though the oral verb rehearsals, on mouse-click on each slide, a new word will appear in the 
New Words box. The sentences (new words underlined) are: 

Slide 3: multi flores e terra surgunt [Many flowers are rising out of the ground.] 

Slide 4: in hoc loco, tacemus [In this place, we are silent.] 

Slide 5: solus in silva saeva sum [I am alone in the wild wood.] 

Slide 6: ‘male sentis?’ dicit soror sollicita. ‘medicum quaero.’[‘Do you feel bad?’ says the 
worried sister. ‘I’m looking for a doctor.’] 

Slide 7: pater montem ascendebat sed mater iam descendebat [The father was going up the 
mountain but the mother was already going down (it).] 
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Slide 8 

A recap from last week of how Latin deals with possessive nouns. Mouse-click encourages 
pupils to think of how Latin may do this based on their experience of the language (of 
course, the ending of the noun changes). Mouse-click then illustrates how this works with 
examples from the -a noun group, -us noun group and the third noun group that we 
encountered in the previous unit. 

Slide 9 

On mouse-clicks, extra lines of information will be added to the noun tables for each of the 
three types of Latin noun we’ve met (n.b. only singular for the moment – plural will come 
later in the unit). 

📝 The class are then prompted on to their worksheet, matching and translating Latin 

possessive nouns. 

Slide 10 

The plenary slide: 

Question 1 Which US state derives its name from the Latin word for ‘mountain’? [Montana] 

Question 2 reginae terra est – whose land is it? [the queen’s] 

Question 3 quid Latine est 🌺 ? [flos] 


